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INTRODUCTION

Guten morgen meine Schmuckfreunde. Thank you for choosing to spend your Sunday morning
with me on a journey through the formative years of studio jewelry in the
United States. I am most grateful to all at the Pinakothek der Moderne, particularly Dr. Petra
Hölscher, Senior Curator of die Neue Sammlung, for offering me this distinguished opportunity
to speak to you and trust that when I am finished, you will possess a new appreciation of the
American contribution to this field.
I will address some of the most influential American makers who worked within the discipline
-- those who set the stage for a revolution in our cultural vernacular and laid the foundation
for a trajectory that continues its ascent to the present day. I will place these jewelers within
a broad cultural context regarding seminal exhibitions, along with social, educational,
organizational, commercial, and professional opportunities afforded them during the midtwentieth century.
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1.

Although, for reasons particular to each country or region, a modern jewelry aesthetic
was developing simultaneously elsewhere in the world, the primary impetus for such a jewelry
expression in the U.S. was to provide relatively inexpensive, handmade pieces for a sociopolitically progressive and artistically astute subculture, as part of a general craft revival
that rejected the anonymity, standardization, and industrialization of the post-WW2 era.
The influences sprang directly from the fine arts, rather than from other forms of jewelry –
either fine or costume -- except in certain instances where ethnic or tribal examples proved
inspirational. A paradox existed between an early lack of skill-based, jewelry-specific training
facilities available in America and the legions wishing to explore a modern jewelry aesthetic.
Often the earliest practitioners -- from the 1930s into the 1940s -- were primarily painters and/
or sculptors, and their formal influences were the great movements in modern art, particularly
Cubism, Constructivism, Surrealism, Biomorphism, Dada, and later Abstract Expressionism.
With few exceptions, the earliest American makers were essentially self-taught, rarely trained
in the techniques of metalsmithing, and had to often turn to de facto educational opportunities,
such as observing ships’ forgers and welders at the dockyards or learning small-scale casting
from a dentist. Boston silversmith Margret Craver took a metalsmithing class at University of
Kansas in the late 1920s, where, she complained, the instructor couldn’t even solder. Due to
her frustration searching for a well-designed wedding ring, around 1929, San Francisco artist
Margaret De Patta studied the rudiments of metalsmithing with an Armenian-born artisan, so
that she might make one for herself.
There were some notable exceptions. As early as 1904, the Department of Jewelry and
Metalsmithing was founded at Rhode Island School of Design in Providence, Rhode Island, due
to the active commercial silver industry, significantly the Gorham Company, located nearby. In
New York, Brooklyn’s Pratt Institute offered “art metal.” The local Chapter of the American Red
Cross sponsored jewelry and metalwork classes at Riverside Church in Morningside Heights.
And, since 1930, the 92nd Street Y in New York City has developed a fine program where
many world-class jewelers taught and continue to teach to the present day. Teachers College,
Columbia University in New York, instituted a metals class that was attended by Seattle smith
Ruth Pennington, during the summer of 1929. In 1945, New York jeweler Ed Wiener took an
evening course there in general crafts, similar to those at the Craft Students League and West
Side YMCA (Young Men’s Christian Association). But other than such “arts and crafts” sessions,
there weren’t many accessible hands-on experiences.
There was activity in California, as well. Local high schools, for example, one in the San Diego
area, offered evening adult education classes in jewelry-making, where James Parker -- who
taught high school photography, art, and English -- learned basic skills. An obscure jewelry
class, taught by notable ceramicist Glenn Lukens at University of Southern California in Los
Angeles, was attended by New York jeweler Sam Kramer, in the mid-1930s, when he was a
journalism major there. Ceramicist and jeweler F. Carlton Ball, who went on to teach both
disciplines at California College of Arts and Crafts in Oakland, CA, also studied with Lukens.
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Margret Craver, dressclip, s.s., crystal, 1936

Ruth Pennington, pin, silver, c. 1940s

James Parker, cufflinks, silver, copper, c.
1950s

Margaret De Patta, bracelet, silver, 1930s

Ed Wiener, pin, brass, copper, silver, c. 1946

Sam Kramer in his studio/shop, c. 1946
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2.

ITherefore, what compelled American makers to pursue jewelry, given the impediments?
Each had his or her own personal reason. Some, like broad-based artist Alexander Calder,
whose impact upon American studio jewelry cannot be overstated, and Harry Bertoia, with
whom he often exhibited, already possessed metalsmithing skills used for their sculpture and
wished to exercise them to fabricate gifts of jewelry for family and friends; but when demand
for these jewels extended to those who collected their monumental works, they began to make
pieces that were commercially available through the art galleries that represented them.
Others, such as sculptor Ibram Lassaw, viewed their brooches and pendants as maquettes,
or studies, for larger works. Paul Lobel, Ed Wiener, Sam Kramer, Art Smith, Henry Steig, Bill
Tendler, Irena Brynner, Jules Brenner, Betty Cooke, Peter Macchiarini, Everett Macdonald,
Philip Pavel, and many others viewed handmade jewelry as a means to generate income and
opened their own shops to support themselves and their growing post-WW2 f
amilies. Iconoclasts all, they possessed adventurous, independent, and pioneering spirits.
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Alexander Calder, c. 1940

Harry Bertoia, c. 1970

Art Smith in his shop, late 1950s; c. 1980
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3.

One of the earliest American craft enterprises, founded in 1932, was the League of
New Hampshire Arts and Crafts (since 1968, League of New Hampshire Craftsmen). In 1939,
philanthropist, ceramicist, and craft aficionado Aileen Osborn Webb began an affiliation of
craft groups called the Handcraft Cooperative League of America, to establish markets in
metropolitan areas for rural craftsmen. The following year, America House, a major retail
outlet for multimedia handwork -- including jewelry -- opened at 7 East 54th street, near the
Museum of Modern Art. Several New York jewelers were also active in the New York Society
of Craftsmen. Through numerous mergers, name and regional changes, the Handcraft
Cooperative League of America would become what we know today as the American Craft
Council, which currently operates a library in Minneapolis, Minnesota and publishes American
Craft magazine. In 1956, the Museum of Contemporary Crafts (now Museum of Arts and
Design, or MAD) opened as an affiliate, which it is no longer; the museum is currently located
at 2 Columbus Circle in New York City. MAD houses a stellar collection of studio jewelry, a
sampling of which is perpetually on view in their dedicated jewelry gallery. In 1966, the first
retail craft fair was held under the auspices of the American Craft Council in Stowe, Vermont.
The fair would ultimately develop into a huge operation, relocating to Rhinebeck, N.Y. in 1973. It
continues to this day at several locations around the country.
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4.

The Second World War was a pivotal -- albeit ironical -- force in American
metalsmithing education, which began, in most instances, as physical therapy for soldiers
returning from the front, as the basic processes of jewelry-making were found to strengthen
hand and arm muscles, and foster eye-hand coordination. Victor D’Amico, Director of Education
at the Museum of Modern Art, began the War Veterans’ Art Center in 1944. The jewelry class
was so popular that civilians wished to join as well; in 1949, it was reconfigured as the People’s
Art Center, the same year the museum published How to Make Modern Jewelry by Charles J.
Martin, instructor in the jewelry and metalsmithing class. Several other “how to” books were
published between the late 1940s and 1960s. Some deserving mention are Jewelry Making
for Schools, Tradesmen, Craftsmen by Murray Bovin, Metal Techniques for Craftsmen by Oppi
Untracht, Modern Jewelry: Design and Techniques by Irena Brynner, Handwrought Jewelry by
Lois E. Franke, Contemporary Jewelry: A Craftsman’s Handbook by Philip Morton, and Step by
Step Jewelry by Thomas Gentille.
School for American Craftsmen, begun by Aileen Osborn Webb and the American Craftsmen’s
Educational Council, was opened at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire in 1944.
The first student was a discharged marine, who had been injured in combat. School for
American Craftsmen moved to Alfred University in New York State in 1948, where John Prip,
an American of Danish descent, was hired to run the metalsmithing program. In 1950, it moved
to Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), where an important metalsmithing department
would flourish. Innovative Southern California jeweler Svetozar Radadovich taught there from
1955-1958. RIT, additionally, sparked a significant commercial project. In 1952, Prip, along
with ceramicist Frans Wildenhain and cabinet maker Tage Frid, opened Shop One, the sole
retail outlet for crafts in the area. They were soon joined by American jeweler Ronald Hayes
Pearson, who created some of the most popular and accessible handcrafted jewelry of the
period. Charles Loloma, a Hopi Indian, who developed an avant-garde style, which catapulted
traditional Native American silver and turquoise jewelry into the modern era, had originally
studied ceramics at School for American Craftsman, during its brief tenure at Alfred.
Another vanguard educational program to grow out of veteran’s therapy was the National
Silversmithing Workshop Conferences organized by Margret Craver. During the war, she
had been sponsored by Handy and Harman Precious Metal Refiners in New York City, in her
efforts to develop a program to administer occupational training through metalsmithing
to hospitalized soldiers. After the war, her frustration with the lack of effective metals
education available to those wishing to learn the techniques led Craver to prevail upon Handy
and Harman to support a series of month-long summer workshops that were aimed at art
teachers. Held from 1947-1951, first at Rhode Island School of Design and then Rochester
Institute of Technology, they were taught by prominent European smiths: Baron Erik Fleming,
silversmith to the King of Sweden, and William E. Bennett and Reginald Hall from England.
Some, who would go on to become American jewelry masters, as well as influential educators,
such as John Paul Miller (Cleveland Institute of Art in Ohio), Alma Eikerman (Indiana
University, Bloomington), and Earl Pardon (Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, New York),
were participants.
There were additional courses of significance in the Los Angeles area, including UCLA
(University of California in Los Angeles), in the 1940s. Ernest Ziegfeld offered jewelry-making
courses from 1956-1958 at California State University, Long Beach (CSULB). Ray Hein also
taught at CSULB and California State University, Fullerton. Transplanted New Yorker Alvin
Pine, who influenced many California makers when he taught at CSULB from 1962-1996,
replaced Hein when he went to Fullerton. Northern California jeweler Bob Winston taught
Irena Brynner -- who ultimately resettled in New York -- at California College of Arts and
Crafts, Oakland; and enamellist Franz Bergmann ran a jewelry class at California School of
Fine Arts, San Francisco.
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5.

There were pockets of jewelry practice throughout the United States. For example, in
remote areas such as Eureka Springs, Arkansas, Elsa Freund was fabricating Calderesque
silver or aluminum cuffs and pendants that incorporated her own combinations of local
clay fused with glass that she called “Elsaramic.” Mary Kretsinger was doing enamelwork,
innovative pictorial gemstone “collages,” and fused metal in Emporia, Kansas. Chicago glass
makers Michael and Frances Higgins, although specializing in tabletop objects, created
necklaces and earrings from spirals of brass and glass shards. In the northwestern United
States, Ruth Pennington was developing the metals department at University of Washington,
Seattle, training assemblage jeweler Ramona Solberg, who went on to influence important
contemporary makers Kiff Slemmons and Laurie Hall. Betty Cooke opened a retail shop in
Baltimore, Maryland to market her own minimalist designs, along with work by other makers.
And Harry Bertoia hand-forged organic leaf- and insect-like pieces that he either gave or sold
to members of the Cranbrook Academy of Art community in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, where
he was teaching graphic arts at the time. Nevertheless, studio jewelry was a mostly bicoastal
phenomenon, concentrated in New York City on the east coast and San Francisco, Los Angeles
and San Diego, California in the west.
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6.

New York City’s Greenwich Village was home to numerous vanguard studio/shops, run
by individual jewelers, with several spread along West 4th Street. In 1934, Francisco Rebajes
was the first to open there, followed by Paul Lobel, in 1944, and Art Smith, who had been
forced to move from his original shop on Cornelia Street in Little Italy, due to racial tension,
in 1948. Bill Tendler was on West 4th from 1955-1963, moving to another part of Greenwich
Village thereafter. Beginning in 1941, and continuing until his death in 1964, Sam Kramer
created a surrealist fantasy in his second floor shop on West 8th Street, replete with a handshaped bronze doorknob that wore a pigskin glove in winter and a window that displayed both
a leering red-painted eye and sculpted protozoan encircled by flashing light bulbs. In 1946, Ed
Wiener was also downtown, but further east on Second Avenue and Second Street, in what is
now the East Village, moving uptown, opposite the Museum of Modern Art, a year later. Paul
Lobel, Ed Wiener, Jules Brenner, and Henry Steig also ran summer versions of their New York
City shops in the art colony of Provincetown, Massachusetts. Steig achieved incidental fame
when his main store, located on Lexington Avenue at 51st Street on Manhattan’s Upper East
Side, became the backdrop for Marilyn Monroe’s famous scene in which her skirt is blown up
through the grating by a passing subway train in the 1955 film, The Seven Year Itch.
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7.

Both northern and southern California hosted significant jewelry communities after the
war, although the movement was most systematized around the San Francisco Bay area in the
northern part of the state. The overriding reason was the presence of Margaret De Patta, who
had studied with émigré Hungarian Constructivist László Moholy-Nagy at the School of Design
in Chicago (also referred to as the New Bauhaus) from 1940-1941. Her theoretical approach
to jewelry as “vision in motion” – Moholy’s principle tenet -- rendered her somewhat of a guru
to the other metalsmiths working in San Francisco. Most jewelers in northern California sold
through craft fairs, not eponymous shops as in New York, although Nany’s, an artisans’ shop
in San Francisco, featured handmade jewelry. The Metal Arts Guild -- or MAG -- was founded
in 1951 by De Patta, Peter Macchiarini, Merry Renk, Irena Brynner, and Bob Winston, among
others, as an educational and promotional catalyst for the San Francisco metals community.
The Los Angeles area in southern California boasted superb jewelers, as well, such as Esther
Lewittes and Philip Pavel, both of whom ran shops. Everett Macdonald had a store in Laguna
Beach. After leaving Venice, Italy, where she created the gates for American art collector
Peggy Guggenheim’s palazzo, Claire Falkenstein worked in Venice, California. There was also
energetic activity in the San Diego area, where multimedia craftspeople -- enamellists among
the most prominent – organized Allied Craftsmen of San Diego, which sponsored various fairs
and “teas,” where objects and jewelry were exhibited and sold. Of particular note is James
Parker, who made large, strong pieces of jewelry, particularly rings.
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8.

American studio jewelry was regarded as an important aspect of post-war decorative
art, proven by the exhibitions organized to bring it to the public’s attention. Although some
industrial arts exhibitions prior to the war contained studio jewelry, such as Contemporary
Industrial and Handwrought Silver held at the Brooklyn Museum in 1937 -- which included
pieces by Francisco Rebajes and Paul Lobel -- the first museum to mount a show exclusively
dedicated to studio jewelry was the Museum of Modern Art in 1946, with Modern Handmade
Jewelry (a.k.a. Modern Jewelry Design). It was a circulating exhibition that traveled to fifteen
additional venues around the United States, thereby introducing thousands of people to studio
jewelry. Among those represented were Anni Albers/Alex Reed, Harry Bertoia, Alexander
Calder, Paul Lobel, and Margaret De Patta. It was soon followed by Modern Jewelry Under Fifty
Dollars at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 1948, which featured Bertoia,
De Patta and Lobel, with the addition of Claire Falkenstein, Sam Kramer, Philip Morton, Art
Smith, and Bob Winston. This was succeeded by two exhibitions in print, published by the
Walker, in 1955 and 1959, expanding the parameters to include Irena Brynner, Betty Cooke,
Philip Fike, Mary Kretsinger, Earl Pardon, John Paul Miller, Ronald Hayes Pearson, Ruth and
Svetozar Radakovich, and Merry Renk. Designer Craftsmen U.S.A., organized by the Brooklyn
Museum in 1953, contained jewelry. The Memorial Art Gallery at University of Rochester
held several exhibitions sponsored by the Hickok Furniture Company that featured jewelry;
Cranbrook Art Museum included jewelry in their 1951 alumni show; in 1954-1956, American
Federation of Arts organized a traveling exhibition -- Three Craftsmen -- one of whom was
Sam Kramer. Shining Birds and Silver Beasts was a solo exhibition of figurative silver tabletop
sculptures by Paul Lobel at the American Museum of Natural History in 1949, and, in 1951,
the museum included his work in From the Neck Up. The Pasadena Art Museum (now Norton
Simon Museum) held the thirteen-part California Design series from 1954-1976 that displayed
copious amounts of jewelry made in California. American makers Alexander Calder, Margaret
De Patta, Irena Brynner, Margret Craver, Claire Falkenstein, Mary Kretsinger, Philip Morton,
and Stanley Lechtzin were represented in the International Exhibition of Modern Jewellery
1890-1961 at Goldsmith’s Hall in London.
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9.

The term, “modernist jewelry,” was adopted in the 1990s, around the time my book,
Messengers of Modernism: American Studio Jewelry 1940-1960, was published to define this
category of jewelry and distinguish it from other modern and contemporary expressions. In
studying the outstanding collection of modernist jewelry housed in the Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts in Quebec, Canada -- the fulcrum of this book -- it became apparent that a common
aesthetic thread ran through all, i.e., the ornamental interpretation of modern art using the
body as a point of reference. Concepts and motifs from Alexander Calder’s mobiles, stabiles,
and wire sculptures can be seen in much modernist jewelry, including his own. Art Smith
appropriated the kinetics and asymmetry of Calder’s mobiles. And they were both influenced
by tribal, particularly African, regalia and objects. Although Ed Wiener’s jewelry was originally
informed by Cubism, he tells a charming story of how a pair of mobile-like earrings “walked”
into his shop (making no mention of the woman to whom they were attached). Consequently,
he broke out of his Picassoesque rigidity and opted for Calderesque airiness and movement.
Bertoia, Rebajes, Steig, Brynner, Macdonald, Freund and Higgins -- to name just a few – were
also indebted to Calder.
A true eccentric, Sam Kramer presented himself in a bizarre fashion, in addition to creating
works that reflect nightmarish figures akin to those found in paintings by Surrealists Joan
Miró, René Magritte, and Salvador Dalí. He was a master at promotion, deploying “Space Girls”
to travel the city on mopeds, advertising jewelry for “people who are slightly mad,” and would
sometimes be dressed in pajamas -- asleep on a cot -- when prospective customers visited
his shop. Both Smith and Rebajes display a distinct Jean Arp-like Biomorphism, as well as a
strong relationship to Calder. German émigré Anni Albers, along with her student, Alex Reed,
at Black Mountain College in Asheville, North Carolina, conceived Dada-inspired pendant/
brooches utilizing “objets trouvés,” such as sink drains and paper clips. Margaret De Patta
magnificently translated the distortive applications of Constructivism into a jewelry format,
specifically that of Moholy-Nagy. Abstract Expressionism, particularly the dripped and pooled
textures of American painter Jackson Pollack, can be seen in the layered blobs of silver used
by Lassaw, Kramer, and Falkenstein.
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10.

The term, “modernist jewelry,” was adopted in the 1990s, around the time my book,
MessengerAs post-war prosperity took hold, a bone fide craft movement in America began
to grow, mostly due to the backlash against banal consumerism. Many folks desired artful,
handmade objects that were personal, as well as culturally significant. Jewelry no longer
directly referenced painting and sculpture but began to look to itself to define a new and
timelier vision. Important metalsmithing programs, which would train some of the greatest
American jewelers working today, were founded, such as Philadelphia College of Art (now
University of the Arts), where Olaf Skoogfors taught, and Tyler School of Art with Stanley
Lechtzin, both in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Alma Eikerman’s program at Indiana University;
Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan with Philip Fike; University of Washington, headed
by Ramona Solberg; John Paul Miller at Cleveland Institute of Art; and Arline Fisch at San
Diego State University. Programs were also located at University of Wisconsin, Madison;
Arizona State; University of Arizona; Haystack Mountain School of Crafts in Deer Isle, Maine;
and State University of New York (SUNY), New Paltz, along with several others, either absorbed
into other programs or no longer in operation.
Stylistically, studio jewelry made during the 1960s was as varied as the individuals who created
it. The technical boundaries of metal as a substance were pushed to the limits in works by, for
example, Olaf Skoogfors, Philip Fike, and Alma Eikerman; some, such as Stanley Lechtzin and
Caroline Kriegman, incorporated synthetics or plastics; ancient metalsmithing and enameling
techniques were reverentially explored by masters John Paul Miller and Margret Craver, as
well as a renewed respect for nature and the environment seen in works by Miller and Ruth
Radakovich; vernacular American folk themes and objects were appropriated and combined
with metal and other materials in bracelets by Svetozar Radakovich, and necklaces by Ruth
Pennington and Chinese Hawaiian Ron Ho; pop culture was exploited in sardonic assemblages
by J. Fred Woell, Robert Ebendorf, Ken Cory, and Donald Tompkins; and the body became more
than just an armature but actually functioned as an element of huge, all-encompassing works
by Art Smith, Claire Falkenstein, Arline Fisch, and sculptor Albert Paley, a former student of
Lechtzin’s at Tyler School of Art, who went on to create architectural commissions, including
gates at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC.
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In 1965, the Museum of Contemporary Crafts (now MAD) presented an exhibition
titled The Art of Personal Adornment. Curated by director Paul J. Smith, it brilliantly combined
over 350 examples of jewelry from all ages and cultures: ancient; medieval; Renaissance;
17th through early 20th century European – of all types – with pre-Columbian gold; feathers
from the Amazon; Native American and East Indian silver; West African ivory and copper;
along with pieces from North Africa; the Near, Middle, and Far East; shell and beadwork from
Australia, New Guinea, and central Africa; even tattoos. Organized by areas of the body – chest,
waist, arm, hand, foot, neck, and head -- the historical and ethnic work was juxtaposed with
contemporary studio jewelry by both European and American makers. The latter included
Alexander Calder, J. Fred Woell, Bob Winston, Arline Fisch, Claire Falkenstein, Ibram Lassaw,
Irena Brynner, Robert Ebendorf, Ronald Hayes Pearson, Charles Loloma, and Thomas Gentille.
New York gallery owner Lee Nordness curated a multimedia exhibition of contemporary
American crafts, titled Objects: USA, which opened at the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, DC in 1969, before traveling extensively throughout the United States. The S. C.
Johnson Company of Racine, Wisconsin sponsored the project. And the Johnson Collection of
Contemporary Crafts was created, forming the nucleus of the excellent permanent collection
at MAD. Jewelers featured include Irena Brynner, Alma Eikerman, Philip Fike, Margret Craver,
Mary Kretsinger, Charles Loloma, Ramona Solberg, Ruth and Svetozar Radakovich, Art Smith,
Ed Wiener, Merry Renk, Bob Winston, John Paul Miller, Olaf Skoogfors, Stanley Lechtzin, J.
Fred Woell, Ken Cory, Arlene Fisch, and Ronald Hayes Pearson.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, select European jewelers began to spread new ideas to those
working in the United States. In 1965, Americans Stanley Lechtzin and Olaf Skoogfors traveled
abroad, visiting Freidrich Becker, Reinhold Reiling, and Claus Bury in Germany, Max Fröhlich
in Switzerland, Sigurd Persson in Sweden, and Wendy Ramshaw and David Watkins in England.
Japanese American jeweler Miyé Matsukata is credited with introducing Japan to jewelry from
the United States in The American Contemporary Jewelry Exhibition at Odakyu Department
Store, Tokyo in 1968, which featured Stanley Lechtzin and Olaf Skoogfors, along with herself.
Work by five Dutch innovators, including Gijs Bakker and Emmy van Leersum, toured the
United States in the ground-breaking Objects to Wear from 1970-73. Claus Bury’s influence
became palpable in, for example, pieces by Robert Ebendorf, after Bury’s visit to the United
States in 1973.
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12.

In 1965, the Museum of Contemporary Crafts (now MAD) presented an exhibition
titled The ASince 1970, American metalsmithing has been galvanized by the Society of North
American Goldsmiths -- or SNAG. SNAG’s mission remains the advancement of jewelry and
metalsmithing by inspiring creativity, encouraging education, and fostering community. The
organization’s roots go back to 1968, when Philip Morton held a meeting in Chicago with nine
goldsmiths and silversmiths that included Robert Ebendorf, Philip Fike, Stanley Lechtzin,
Ronald Hayes Pearson, and Olaf Skoogfors. Out of this initial gathering came two clear goals:
to create an organization of “designer craftsmen in the metal arts field” and to produce a
conference of professional jewelers. In 1969, a larger group met twice more, establishing the
basic parameters of the organization, its name, and plans for the first SNAG conference, which
was held in St. Paul, Minnesota in 1970.
American studio jewelry has flourished. Significant metalsmithing programs can be found in
colleges and institutions throughout the country. Connoisseurs abound; and more and more
major museums are organizing jewelry exhibitions and including jewelry in their permanent
collections. In fact, authoritative museums are actively purchasing important works, as
well as courting substantial gifts from prominent American collectors. Among these are the
Museum of Arts and Design, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Cooper Hewitt - Smithsonian Design
Museum, and Brooklyn Museum of Art in New York City; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Newark
Museum in New Jersey; The Houston Museum of Fine Arts and Dallas Museum of Art in Texas;
Los Angeles County Museum of Art and Oakland Museum in California; Racine Art Museum
in Wisconsin; Tacoma Art Museum in Washington state; Mint Museum in Charlotte, North
Carolina; and the Renwick Gallery and Luce Foundation Center at the Smithsonian American
Art Museum in Washington, DC. Although not in the United States, I must also acknowledge the
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, one of the first museums to champion American studio jewelry
within an international context. Contemporary jewelry has become a global phenomenon,
with its focus and commitment celebrated annually here in Munich. I trust I’ve given you
some insight into the rich contribution made during the mid-twentieth century by early studio
jewelers practicing in the United States of America.
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